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ROMAN POTTERY KILN 
AT EARITH, HUNTS.  

MICHAEL GREEN 

THE SITE 
THIS kiln was one in a small potter's quarter, which was part of a large Roman 
settlement near Earith, Hunts. This site has been totally destroyed by gravel quarrying 
since the war. The gravel pits are about i mile north of Earith village, and the ap-
proximate position of the kilns was at map reference 391759 (Ordnance Survey 
2 in. = I mile). The potter's quarter consisted of at least four kilns, but all (with the 
exception' of this one) were either destroyed or severely damaged by the mechanical 
grab before excavation could take place. Two of the kilns were destroyed before they 
could be investigated. The other. kiln had only the flue and stoke-hole intact. The 
flue was lined with badly fired triangular tiles, and where it opened into the stoke-hole 
was found to have been blocked by a broken quern. In the filling of the flue was 
found, together with much debris, a 4  in. diameter round iron plate provided with 
four grips. This was probably fixed to the end of a wooden pole which was used for 
stoking the kiln. 

The. subsoil of the site is gravel, with a topsoil of stiff clay (i8 in. thick), very much 
disturbed by ploughing. No stratification was recognizable, and in the ' absence of 
any coins the pottery constitutes the only evidence of date. The presence of Castor 
ware and the low-shouldered character of no. • i suggest a third- or fourth-century 
date. It is unlikely that the kiln was used for very long; perhaps only for a few 
months. During this period it was producing rough gritted pottery, clearly for local 
consumption. . 

. 	 THE KILN 
The kiln was of updraught type with a pear-shaped plan. Its overall length was 
8 ft. 6 in. with a breadth of 2 ft. 6 in. at its widest point. The walls of the furnace 
chamber were intact and consisted of a lining of clay, baked brick hard, and still 
standing in places to a height of 12 in. The kiln floor was 3  ft. from the surface and 
consisted of undisturbed gravel. Upon it lay a thin covering of charcoal and wood 
ash. Opposite the stoke-hole at the far end of the furnace chamber was a small 
(6 in. square) flue. It was probably lined with a flue tile, a broken piece of which was 
found nearby in the filling of the furnace chamber. There was no sign of a support for 
a baking floor, and it is possible that the kiln was more in the nature of an oven, with 
the central part simply domed over and built of clay. This superstructure had of course 
been destroyed, but numerous fragments of burnt clay were found in the infilling. (If the 
kiln was of an oven type, a fresh clay dome would have been needed for each firing.) 
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46 	 MICHAEL GREEN 

THE FINDS  

Castor Ware. (i) Fragment of platter, hard white paste with a purple slip, 
diameter 8 in. (No. 3).  Portions of three other similar platters were found together 
with a lid showing rouletting. 

Coarse-pottery. (ii) Fragment of curved neck with two small cordons at the base, 
orange paste with sandy texture, diameter-4 in. (NO. z). (iii) Fragment of a base from 
a bowl. Red paste with a • smooth surface, probably in imitation of Samian ware 
(No. 4).  (iv)'Jar of coarse gritted ware. The clay is badly levigated, and has a small 
proportion of, shell in it. Original .diam. probably 5'  in. The rim is reconstructed 
from similar jars found elsewhere on the site (No. i). Over half  the pottery found in 
the kiln was of this kind of ware, and portions of at least two other jars almost 
identical to no. i were . also found. This, and the fact that a number of pieces were 
evidently wasters, makes it highly probable that this was the principal ware fired in 
this kiln. 

The site has not been published—the finds (pottery, etc.) are deposited in the 
Norris Library and Museum at St Ives. A coin hoard and other samples of pottery 
are also in the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Cambridge. For earlier 
discoveries on the same site see History ofBluntisham cum Earith, by C. F. Tebbutt, 
p. i6. - 
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